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this plane does work in both fs9 and fsx. one can make a perfect flight in fs9 and then paste all the settings to fsx. this way you can take advantage of one flying software for both caa certification and different types of operations. fsx has a perfect flight model on this airplane and the
ailerons, rudder, elevator and pitot can all be set to different speed with very little effort. the combination of all these operations on this plane gives the illusion that the aircraft has much more power than it actually has. with that being said, i have yet to find a faster plane than this one.

the numbers on speed, climb and descent with this plane are very close to the real world. your choice of flight plan types is very important, especially for operations in a place where you can not have a fpl (flight plan) free. as for the service life management (slm) version, it is an important
feature for many pilots. slm is the tool you use when you want to check out a plane. this will also give a picture of a pilots's flight hours in an organization. moreover, this tool will keep track of the crew's flying hours and fatigue levels. this gives the pilot control on an airplane flying

schedule. i highly recommend this tool for busy pilots. there is a video tutorial included to show you how the install process works as well as the basics. when you get to the last part of the install, it will only ask a couple of questions (like which airport you want to fly from). the rest of the
process is the same as the last release (v1). feelthere embraer regional jets version 2 was modeled by wilco mcphatter and his team in mcphatt studios. it includes 3 erj-135 and 2 erj-145. models are ultra-realistic and include a virtual cockpit and cabin. wilco modeled all interiors for this
version. feelthere erj version 2 is based on one of the most modern and advanced cockpit of the erj series. it has a very high fidelity of every item on the panel, including gauges and buttons, switches and knobs. in addition, feelthere erj version 2 includes the most detailed options panel

and the most realistic fuel indicator of all erj versions.
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The ERJ-145 is Embraers 50-passenger regional jet airliner. The maiden flight of the jet took place in August 1995. The aircraft was certified by the Department of
Aerospace Science and Technology in 1996. It first entered service in December 1996 and is operational with 27 airlines worldwide. There are three variants of the aircraft
the 50-passenger ERJ-145 launched in 1989; a shorter fuselage 37-passenger ERJ-135 launched in 1997; and the medium-size 44-seat ERJ-140 launched in 1999. Rated 5/5
based on 1 customer reviews David Deaver 05/16/2011 Have had it for over a month now and it is really accurate. Also, the sound of the engines and the various artificial
sounds are very life like. I have not been able to get it to crash and it makes it a little less boring. But if you want realistic sim experience, this is it. Rated 4.7/5.0 based on
5 customer reviews Joel Koch 01/23/2011 I like how it looks, and I really enjoy the cockpit view. The windows are a little dark but it's still neat. The exterior I also like. I'm
not sure what to say about the interior. It's barely in the beta stages and it's already so far behind. The radio, radio flashers, and the ram air door are all missing and only
the cockpit has working windows and seats. I was looking forward to seeing what else they would add but they haven't even done the radio yet. I really can't recommend

this aircraft because the interior is so bad. 5ec8ef588b
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